BLOCKSI MANAGER EDUCATION EVERYWHERE:

Parent Dashboard
Enforce stricter policies when
the Chromebook is at home

Enforce bedtime and
screentime control

Access time control at home
for streaming, gaming, social
network

Managed by the school
Administrator

Cyberbullying & Self-harm
detection
Full Web & Youtube history

Content filtering and Classroom
management for Chromebooks

Manage policies through your
desktop or smartphone
iOS & Android Apps

Filter student’s Chromebook even
when they get home
As students across the country go 1:1 and bring school
managed Chromebooks home, parents and guardians
struggle on how to deal with the new device in town.
Blocksi Manager: Parent Dashboard allows parents and
guardians to enforce their own stricter policies when the
Chromebook is home, and at the same time giving them the
ability to enforce bedtime and screentime control. School
policy is always enforced, parent policies are active only when
the Chromebook is outside of school.
The Parent Dashboard assures that 1:1 Chromebook initiative
is successful whether you’re a parent, teacher, or students.

Allows parents to enforce
stricter policies at home

Bedtime and screentime
control

Enforce bedtime and access control on streaming
media, social media, Youtube, gaming and other
time addictive content

Trend Analysis and
Insights

Smartphone app or
desktop dashboard

Mass provisioning from
the SiS using Clever
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Add on top of the school-enforced policy when the
Chromebook is at home by restricting specific
online content

View web history and analyze trends of your child’s
internet browsing activity and get warned when
blocked content is accessed

Use Blocksi on the go with the

Parent dashboard app!

Granular filtering anywhere
Blocksi has indexed over a billion rated websites (and
growing) and grouped them into 79 categories like gambling,
violence, explicit adult material, drugs and many more. Easily
manage or restrict lists for specific URLs.
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Configure time-based policies for every day of the week and
decide when your child can play games, do homework or go
to bed. You can also do this within out Free Parent dashboard
App available on the App store and soon on Google Play
store.

